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How to edit display settings How to save a new copy of this 
E-magazine

How to text search How to use zoom options and 
move around an enlarged page

Guide to PDF Reader

Select “View >> Page Display” to edit the way 
you like to read E-magazine.

Press “Ctrl + F” and enter keyword(s).
If no match is found, broaden the category of 
keyword(s). This search function works on exact 
match of keyword(s).

Press “Shift + Ctrl + S” or select the 
“Save” option, and confirm your 
selection by choosing “Save a copy”.

Click either                    icon to zoom in or out 
a page.

“Hand Tool” enables moving around an 
enlarged page for reading convenience.

* The above guidelines are based on Adobe Reader. When using other PDF reading software, check “Help” function to 
edit page display settings. If reading this PDF E-magazine via Chrome, Firefox or IE, enable Adobe Plug-in to improve 
viewing experience.
Please feel free to comment regarding using this E-magazine by emailing: buyerservice@cens.com
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Gardening is increasingly associated with a healthy lifestyle, according to the "2015 Garden 
Trends Report” issued by Garden Media Group that says “People (in the U.S.) see both outdoor 
and indoor spaces as extensions of themselves and are making conscious decisions to use 
plants and garden products as tools to increase their overall well-being, lead a sustainable 
lifestyle and make positive impact on their communities and the planet.”

With ever more consumers engaged in leisure gardening to not only enjoy playing in dirt and 
nature, but to create healthy lifestyles and individualized spaces in their backyards, the so-
called “Bed Head” garden style is therefore identified by the report as a growing, interesting 
trend among others.

By STEVE CHUANG

Health-enhancing 
Leisure Gardening 
to Drive Popularity 
of Cutting Tools 

Garden Media Report says Americans actively engage in 
gardening for well-being

Garden cutting tools with light weight and user-friendly 
functions are popular with ordinary gardeners. (photo courtesy 
of Wise Center)
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The report indicates that the “Bed Head” 
style means the purposefully, casually non-
styled outdoor spaces created from the result 
of intentionally working within the natural 
landscape, which calls for use of native plants 
to increase diversity, balance and ecosystems 
without too much water consumption in 
irrigation, primarily because gardeners with 
such preference tend to be inherently laid-
back. Within this scenario, easy-to-hold, 
budget-priced garden cutting tools, including 
floral scissors, hedge shears, loppers, pruning 
shears and many others are likely to gain 
more popularity in the near future.

For  g loba l  buyers  and ent repreneurs 
interested in the gardening product market, 
Taiwan has a sound reputation as an ideal 
source of high-quality, marketable garden 
cutting tools, with the industry going back 
many decades and boasting a considerable 
number of suppliers clustered in Taiwan’s 
central  region covering Changhua and 
Taichung, where suppliers with exceptional 
production techniques and flexibility, as well 

as excellent R&D capability, have worked with 
global buyers to effectively help build sales 
and profitability. 

A few notable suppl iers  inc lude such 
globally known names as Wise Center 
Industrial Group, Winland Garden Tools, 
Jiin Haur Industrial and Ho Cheng Garden 
Tools, all of whom have just launched new 
products to meet demand resulting from the 
abovementioned trend.
      

Garden cutting tools with light weight and user-
friendly functions are popular with ordinary 
gardeners. (photo courtesy of Wise Center)
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With occasional reports of food shortage 
resulting from climate change and tainted 
foods as well as people more aware of the 
importance of healthy lifestyle and food, 
edible gardening or growing one's own fruits 
and vegetables has emerged as a focal point 
for consumers and backyard gardeners in 
developed countries, a trend confirmed by 
not just market observers, but also European 
governments.

For instance, CBI (Centre for the Promotion 
of Imports from Developing Countries), an 
agency under the Netherlands’s Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, issued a report two years 
ago to indicate a significant trend for growing 
one's own food, including vegetables and 
herbs that are seen as a more sustainable 
and healthier option than going to the 
grocery store, across the euro bloc. Health 
consideration aside, the sense of satisfaction 
and bragging rights with presenting one's 
homegrown crops at the table is also among 
incentives for consumers inclined to be 
backyard farmers.

Consumers’ tendency for growing own 
food in their gardens, backyards and even 
balconies has gained popularity in the U.S. 
over the past few years as well. According to a 
report by Garden Media Group, an estimated 
47 million Americans had plans to growing 
edibles in 2013, up 3 percent from 2012. 
Consumers’ participation in growing crops at 
home is expected to further increase in the 
coming few years, given that 73 percent of 
polled consumers in Garden Media Group’s 
survey agree “Growing Your Own Food” 

assures better taste, nutrition and quality, the 
substantial elements of a healthy, enjoyable 
lifestyle. This will lay a solid foundation 
for promising growth of the segment for 
watering and irrigation supplies, in addition to 
conventional lawn maintenance.

For suppliers of those products, the rise 
of greenhouse food production is equally 
important to the trend mentioned above. With 
steadily surging global population, along with 
climatic instability, raising concern about crop 
production, greenhouse equipment, including 
watering equipment and related accessories, 
has created a lucrative market segment 
worthy of the suppliers to pay attention to and 
develop.

Meanwhile well-informed buyers can attest 
to the large number of suppliers of watering 
and irrigation supplies and accessories in 
Taiwan, such as Cheng Yeau and Kenswell 
Tube (hoses), Newbud Industrial (sprinklers 
and hose fittings), Rong Lih (hose reels and 
hangers), Gui Yo (water wands, nozzles, 
sprinklers, timers, etc.), and Ruey Ryh (spray 
nozzles, sprinklers, etc.).

By STEVE CHUANG

Edible Gardening to Fuel Growth 
of Watering & Irrigation Equipment 
Suppliers
Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs reports rising trend of 
edible gardening in EU

Taiwan has a large number of professional manufacturers 
of watering and irrigation supplies and accessories (photo 
courtesy of Cheng Yeau). 
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Scope from 
4 cm to 10 cm

Adjustable tree staker 
Feature 
1. To prevent trees are inclined from the strong winds 
2. To Fix newly transplanted trees 
3. Adjust the direction of the growth of branches 
4. Easy to install and re-usable 

No.60,Ln.415,Sec.2,Taihe Rd.,Changhua City,Changhua County 500,Taiwan
Tel:+886-4-7222350                       Fax:+886-4-7232763
E-mail:info@handyman.com.tw     Website:www.handyman.com.tw

HANDYMAN PRODUCTS INT'L CO., LTD.
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JIIN HAUR INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD / Professional Pruning Shears, Garden Tools, Pruning Shears, Flouer Shears
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Kitchen R/O systems, specialist supplier of hoses, piping and  tubing for cars, 
motorcycles, bicycles, building materials, electronics, gardens etc.

The Pipeline between Industries, 
Your Business and Profits

Kenswell Tube Forming Inc.
No. 108, Alley 88, Lane 221, Zhonghua Rd., Sec. 
1, Longjing Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan
Tel: 886-4-2635-2315     Fax: 886-4-2635-6959  
Email: kenswell@ms33.hinet.net 
Website: www.kenswell.com.tw

     Kenswell Tube Forming Inc., headquartered in Taiwan’s central county of 
Taichung, has been engaged in production of liners and related accessories for 
over 20 years.

     Kenswell supplies a wide range of tubing products, covering coasted wires, 
reflective coils, protective coils, hydraulic hoses and interior lubricated tubes 
for control cables. These products are available in a variety of materials and 
specifications to be used for different purposes, like bicycles  and motorcycles, 

and are ideal for use in both daily 
life and industrial production. 
Extruded plastic parts and 
industrial safety products are also 
available in thecompany’s product 
portfolio.

With sound lines of precision 
production facilities and 
consummate production 
capability, the seasoned company 
is also capable of handling orders 
on an OEM and ODM basis.
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Gardening is increasingly popular with consumers and weekend gardeners in the U.S. and Europe, as 
many market reports show that people are spending more leisure time in their backyards and gardens to 
socialize, host garden parties, lawn games and beverage brewing events. 

Driven by the trend, the global market for gardening and outdoor living products is forecast by Garden 
Media Group, a U.S.-based market research firm, to remain on an uptrend with annual growth rate of 
3.5% on average through 2016, when overall demand will reach US$220 billion. 

While available time and degree of labor input are generally concerns for DIY gardeners among others that affect willingness to engage 
in gardening, gardeners often struggle with the problem of the length of hose to buy that enable easy irrigation coverage of their spacious 
gardens, given that a long hose tends to tangle 
easily to result in difficulty of storage efficiently 
without using reels or other complementary 
equipment, not to mention the quality of hose that 
could result in bursting and leaks. 

To address the abovementioned problems, various functionally innovative products from Taiwan-based Hung Ta Garden Enterprise Co., 
Ltd., a dedicated maker of gardening tools and accessories with decades of experience, offer ideal solutions to gardeners looking for 
convenient, user-friendly tools. 

Ingenious Flat PVC Hoses 
For instance, Hung Ta's Flat PVC Twin Hose series are designed with a double-inner-hose structure for improved elasticity and function-
ality, which ensures smooth water flow even if the hose is kinked, as well as the hose to withstand 20-30 kilograms water pressure and 
retain original shape after use to avoid tangling. The hose series all are resistant to heat, cold and UV, hence featuring longer lifespan 
than competing models. Used along with the firm's unique reel, the hose series offer gardeners great user experience in easy, convenient 
gardening. 

Another of Hung Ta's hose product is the Reinforced Flat Hose, featuring reinforced double-walled structure composed of a PVC inner 
tube braided with Tetoron through advanced knitting technology, hence featuring excellent resistance to impact, pressure, weather and 
UV exposure. As added-value, the Teteron-reinforced hose dries naturally and quickly within 24 hours, as well as being multi-nation 
patented. 

A Top-end Supplier 
Founded in 2005, Hung Ta is known as a reliable manufacturer, for it adopts a sound line of CNC and advanced production equipment in 
its factory to secure production flexibility and qualitative consistency. Besides, this quality-dedicated supplier conscientiously carries out 
strict tests in line with international standards on all its finished products before shipment, helping customers accelerate launch of new 
products. 

Additionally, the company also boasts plentiful metalworking skills that can turn customers' drawings into marketable products with high 
quality and precision, therefore being renowned among international buyers as a trustworthy production partner. 

The company supplies a wide range of gardening tools and accessories, including sprinklers, spray guns, joints, flat hoses, trigger 
nozzles, sprinkler stands, misters, coil hoses, brass connectors, fire extinguishing hose nozzles, EVA coiled hoses, multifunctional flat 
houses, garden lightings, valves, plastic parts, mousetraps, animal traps and rat catchers and so forth. 

Hung Ta Garden 
Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Hung Ta Garden 
Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Hoses, nozzles, misters, sprayers, sprinklers, 
connectors, joints, tubes

Hung Ta Garden Enterprise Co., Ltd. 
No. 22, Lane 1, Changnan Rd., Sec. 3, Ginfin Village, 
Fengyuan Township, Changhua County 502, Taiwan 
Tel: 886-49-252-8280; 252-8281 
Fax: 886-49-252-1709 
Email: meandu.to@msa.hinet.net 
Website: www.garden-supply.com.tw 
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一 廠 ： 彰 化 縣 芬 園 鄉 彰 南 路 3 段 1 巷 2 2 號

No. 22, Lane 1, Changnan Rd., Sec. 3, Fenyuan Township, Changhua County, Taiwan
Tel:+886-49-2511474      Fax:+886-49-2510314  
二 廠 ： 彰化縣芬園鄉員草路一段 3 2 9 巷 1 5 號

No.15, Ln. 329, Sec. 1, Yuancao Rd., Fenyuan Township, Changhua County 502, Taiwan 
Tel: 886-49-2520299       Fax: 886-49-2520377     E-mail: ghose.tw@gmail.com

全鈺股份有限公司
Cheng Yeau Co., Ltd.

強力伸縮水管  Wide Collection of Expandable Garden Hose

水量加壓後外徑擴張：15mm
承受水壓：10~20kg

http://www.garden-supply.com.tw

twin-outlet and woven hoses

水量加壓後
外徑擴張：15mm
承受水壓：10~20kg

單孔扁形水管
Single-outlet 
flat hose

強力雙色布管
2-color heavy-duty fabric-hose

強力雙色布管收納盒 Reel for 2-color heavy-duty fabric-hose

改良強力編織水管
Improved, enhanced 
wire-braided hose

雙孔水管
Twin-outlet plastic hose
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秀福銅器股份有限公司
NEWBUD INDUSTRIAL CORP.

5 0 4  彰化縣秀水鄉埔崙村秀福路 5 0號
No. 50, Hsiufu Rd., Hsiushui Township, Changhua County, Taiwan 504
Ttel: 886-4-769-3755          FAX: 886-4-769-4375
E-mail: newbud@newbud.com.tw    http://www.newbud.com.tw

Trigger nozzles,  ttings, connectors, 
spray wands, sprinklers, garden tools 

Mist Cooler
Flexible Two-Nozzle Mistand Mister

Interchangeable
Portable

Misting Tower

Outdoor
Misting System

6 nozzlelow pressore mist kit
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Ningbo Mammoth Hardware Products Co., Ltd.
Zhangting Industrial Area, Yuyao, Zhejiang Province, China

Tel: 86-574-62988850 ~ 5   Fax: 86-574-62988858
Email: m9999.m597@msa.hinet.net

Website:www.garden-sprinkler.com.tw
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www.ronglih.com.tw

RONG LIH ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
Changhua/TAIWAN          Ningbo/CHINA 
NO.71, LANE 468,ANN SEA RD. ANN SEA LI, 
CHANG HUA 50078,TAIWAN
Tel: 886-4-7384311(Main Line)      
Fax: 886-4-7385198
E-mail: ronglih.garden@msa.hinet.net 
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JIOUN CHURAN CO., LTD.

Lawn Mower Parts and Accessories, Throttle Control Parts

Established in 1995, JIOUN CHURAN Co., Ltd. is a specialized maker for 1.Electric appliances
accessory, hardware accessory, vehicle accessory manufacture trade. 2.Wire cable bargain.
3.Ordinary import and export business (Admission business excepts). 4.Mower spare parts
manufacture trade. 5.Car, engine lead manufacture trade. ECHO INCORPORATED
155-1Fanhua Rd., Chinhsing Village, Hsiushui Hsiang,Changhua,Taiwan R.O.C. Tel :
886-4-768-1720 Fax : 886-4-768-4265 WEB PAGE http://www.mower.com.tw

JIOUN CHURAN CO., LTD.
155-1 Fanhua Rd., Chinhsing Village, Hsiushui Township, Changhua
County, Taiwan 504
Tel:886-4-768-1720
Fax:886-4-768-4265
E-mail: jioun.churan@gmail.com
Website: www.cens.com/jiounchuran

Throttle Control Cables

Choke Control

Starter Assemblies

Starter Assemblies
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Lawn Mower Parts and Accessories

Manufacturer & Exporter

155-1 Fanhua Rd., Chinhsing Village, Hsiushui Hsiang, Changhua, Taiwan          Tel: 886-4-768-1720       
E-mail: n7684849@ms21.hinet.net                  http://www.mower.com.tw               Fax: 886-4-768-4265  

JIOUN CHURAN CO., LTD.

Throttle Control Parts
Hardware Items
Cables
Plugs & Wrenches
Pulleys
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ABA UFO INTERNATIONAL
CORP.
Lock, Cable Locks, Door Lock Set,
Cam Lock, Vending Machine,
Cylinder Locks, Padlocks,
Computer Locks, Laptop Security

ABA UFO INTERNATIONAL CORP., was established
in 1983 mainly produces and export variety locks. The
company is founded on the principals of designing
innovative, high quality, products at competitive prices.
The quality policy is efficiency improvement, cost
reduction, quality assurance,customer satisfaction. Lock
exports 40% of its products to ths USA, 20% to the
Europe and 20% to the Asia. Our main products included
Cam Lock, Switch Lock, Lock Cylinder, Security devices,
Steering Wheel Lock, Hardware, enclosure, OEM, ODM,
Injection Parts, Zinc Die-casting Parts, Pressing Parts,
Metal Injection Mould Parts, Latching Parts, Precise
Casting Parts.

ABA UFO INTERNATIONAL CORP.
P.O. Box 13-222, Hsinchuang Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan
242
Tel:886-2-2906-8181
Fax:886-2-2906-1942
E-mail: 161@abalocks.com
Website: www.cens.com/abalocks

High security Pagoda Switch Locks

High security Pagoda Cam Locks

Multi-application Security cable Lock

High Security Flat Key Pin Tumbler
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ECE, CE, FIA,
SFI, CNS,
FMVSS209,
FMVSS302
 
Products:
Racing Safety Belt Racing Safety Belt 
Seat Belt
Industrial Safety Belt 
& Harnesses 
Medical Belt
Window Net
Tow Ropes & Straps
Lifting SlingsLifting Slings
Tie Downs 
Hardware 
Seat Belt Buckles
Car Accessories

一嵩工業股份有限公司
A-Belt-Lin Industrial Co., Ltd.
No. 63, Ping-an Rd., Ansi Village, Sioushuei 
Township,Changhua County, Taiwan 504
TEL: 886-4-768-3100    FAX: 886-4-768-3940    
E-mail: arthur.taiwan@abeltc.com
E-mail: abeltc@ms32.hinet.netE-mail: abeltc@ms32.hinet.net
http://www.abeltc.com

一 嵩 五 金 織 品 有 限 公 司
A-Belt-Lin Weavings & Metals Co., Ltd.
Dasha Management Area Dalingshan Town
Dongguan City Guangdong China
China Branch: 
TEL: 86-769-8563-4715   FAX: 86-769-8563-4714
E-mail: arthuE-mail: arthur.china@abeltc.com
E-mail: webmaster@abeltc.com
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MASSOUD & BROS. CO., LTD.

Wheels & Rollers, Locks, Cylinders & Accessories

Massoud & Bros. Co., Ltd. (MBC) was founded in 1976 by Antone I. Massoud. The construction
boom in the Middle East during the mid-seventies created a ripe opportunity for MBC, as its
business scope expanded from exporting Sundries and Building Materials to manufacturing a
small range of Door and Window Hardware. In the early 80’s, MBC shifted its business scope
further, focusing on the development of a wider line of door and window hardware parts and
accessories. Also, to maintain a competent business while retaining proper control over the
quality and production costs of such a sophisticated operation, MBC formulated strong ties with
a number of qualified contract manufacturers. MBC has created a very unique, integrated, cost-

MASSOUD & BROS. CO., LTD.
7th Fl., 60 Zhou Zi Street, Neihu District, Taipei City, Taiwan 114
Tel:886-2-2656-2688
Fax:886-2-2656-2668
E-mail: massoud@seed.net.tw
Website: www.cens.com/massoud

Knobsets, Leversets & Deadbolts

Mortice Locksets

Surface Mounted Handlesets (Sliding
Patio Door Lock)

Chainwinders
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SANE JEN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Agricultural 
Machinery and 
Accessories
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Totally Designed for Warehousing & Retail Display
Enhancing efficiency, management, space & labor cost saving

~ Custom orders are welcome! ~

勝 建 工 業 股 份 有 限 公 司
Sane Jen Industrial Co., Ltd.

MKC-5-3N 

MKD-5N
保護網加門片

Mesh sides with 
a mesh door

PAT.

多層隔板可任意調整
高低／角度,方便取貨

Shelf is height and angle-adjustable
for convenient goods loading and unloading

MKC-5-3N 

嘉 義 縣 民 雄 鄉 民 雄 工 業 區 中 山 路 1 0 號

10, Chung Shan Road, Min Hsiung Industrial Zone,
Min Hsiung Hsiang, Chia Yi County #62154, Taiwan
Tel:  886-5-213-4789      Fax: 886-5-213-4699        
E-mail : sj-storage@umail.hinet.netWeb : http://www.sj-storage.com.tw

Storage 

MKD-5-P
雙層隔板加門片

Double-shelf with
a mesh door

Trolleys

A-5 折疊式倉庫籠 FoldableWireContainers
L1000xW800xH840mm 

MK-5 物流台車 Trollley
L1100xW800xH1700(m/m)
Capacity:500kgs

迅速平穩的收摺動作 Prompt assembly and fold-up.

方便叉車堆疊搬運 
Container in use with fork-lift.

物流倉儲 Loading & Unloading

MK-5-3P
多層隔板

Multi-shelf

倉庫籠於不使用時,可攤平穩固堆疊,節省空間,方便收納
Diassembled containers can be cross-
stacked securely when not in use. 

·折疊式倉庫籠適合存零件及配件
·4層可堆疊存儲，不使用時可折疊
·2層可堆疊存儲運輸
·For storing tools, parts & accessories
·4-layer stackable storage, foldable when not in use
·2-layer stackable storage for trucking

物流台車方便倉儲物品分類節省空間,
配送移動迅速
Logistics trolley for convenient storage and sorting, 
with space-saving structure and high mobility
· 物流倉儲/Logistics and Warehousing
· 自動化倉儲/Automated Warehouse system
· 物流配送/· 物流配送/Distribution

·For delivery, distribution, loading/unloading
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Product Sourcing for 
Global Buyers

Source in your own language
         Less work but more productivity 

e-Age
CENS Global Pass, the Newest Sourcing Tool

9 languages for global accessibility

buyerservice@cens.com
CENS.com

Scan for iPad & iPad mini

See more by 
other language

Japanese Russian Spanish Portuguese German Arabic Chinese French
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